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Chapterr 4 

Eventt Reconstruction 

Thee reconstruction of data taken with the L3 detector is done in several steps. First the raw 
dataa are processed. In this phase the digitized output signals of all detectors are converted to 
physicallyy meaningful quantities, like energies and locations of hits, using the most recent 
calibrationss available. Next, the individual subdetector signals are combined into higher 
levell  objects, for instance clusters or tracks. From these, quantities relevant for the detection 
andd reconstruction of W+W~ events are calculated. This procedure is briefly summarized 
inn this Chapter. 

4.11 Track Reconstruction 

Too construct tracks, the hits in the SMD, TEC and z-chambers have to be combined into 
aa number of patterns. In events with multiple charged particles there can be hundreds of 
hits,, making this a difficult task. The procedure adopted is to start the pattern recognition by 
analyzingg the hits in the TEC using a Minimum Spanning Tree [84] algorithm. In short, the 
algorithmm starts by combining hits on adjacent wires into a doublet. Then, doublets having a 
hitt in common are added together to form trees. If more than one doublet can be added, the 
onee that gives the smallest increase in the tree length is taken. Once no more doublets can 
bee added, a circle is fitted to the tree. If the fit  is good, the tree is accepted as a valid track 
segment.. When all track segments have been found, the compatible ones are combined, in 
suchh a way that the longest possible tracks are formed. 

Afterr the tracks in the TEC have been found, each track is extrapolated to the z-chambers. 
Withh the combined z and r<f>  information obtained using the 70° angle between the second 
andd third z-chamber plane and the z-axis, hits in the 2-chamber can be matched to the tracks. 
Similarly,, tracks are extrapolated to the SMD, and matching hits are again added. Once it is 
determinedd which hits are assigned to a track, a circle fit  is performed to all hits to determine 
thee optimal track parameters. 
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Eventt Reconstruction 

4.22 Cluster Formation in the Calorimeters 
Too form clusters, nearby hits in the individual calorimeter components (crystals for the 
ECAL,, towers for the HCAL) have to be combined. For the ECAL, clusters are defined 
ass continuous regions of crystals where at least 10 MeV is deposited in each crystal. For the 
HCAL,, the minimum energy of a tower is nine MeV. As the HCAL segmentation is three 
dimensional,, the clustering is in this case done in three dimensions. The principle behind the 
algorithmm is again the association of nearby hits. 

Inn the next phase, ECAL and HCAL clusters are combined into so-called "smallest re-
solvablee clusters". This is also done on basis of proximity. Three dimensional information is 
used,, for instance ECAL clusters are never combined with HCAL clusters which only have 
energyy deposits in the outermost part of the detector. 

4.33 Energy Determination 

Finally,, the energy of the cluster formed as described above has to be determined from the 
energyy deposits in the individual detector components associated to the cluster. For this it is 
importantt to realize that the cluster can reflect a single particle, but this is not always the case. 
Forr instance, for a high energy tau lepton in the process r~ —  -K~TPVT, all decay products 
aree frequently reconstructed as one cluster, reflecting the original tau lepton instead of its 
decayy products. In practice, the L3 detector has insufficient precision to distinguish between 
alll  different cluster types and perform a complete energy flow analysis, so that for most 
clusterss no attempt has been made to make a particle identification. The only exceptions 
aree isolated photons, electrons and muons. The first two, electromagnetic, particles can 
usuallyy be recognized by a narrow shower in the ECAL, with most energy concentrated in 
thee central crystal and no or relatively low energy deposit in the hadronic calorimeter. In this 
casee the energy of the particle is estimated by the energy measured in the ECAL. Muons can 
bee recognized by a number of hits in the muon chambers, consistent with a track coming 
fromm the vertex where the electron positron pair collides. The momentum of the muon is 
estimatedd by measuring the curvature of the track. For all clusters not explicitly identified 
aa pragmatic approach is taken instead: these clusters are considered to be massless, and 
thee energy measurement is done as described below, without any assumptions regarding the 
particlee identity. 

Inn the schematic layout of the L3 detector in Figure 4.1 the subdetectors are shown and 
groupedd into twelve classes (for historical reasons no detector is associated with the number 
five,, the energy here is set to zero). For the energy measurement, the energies measured in 
thee subdetectors have to be combined. The energy of a cluster can be written as 

12 2 

Edu,='£Edu,='£ll9iEu9iEu (4-1) 
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11 1 
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Figuree 4.1: Schematic view of the L3 detector with the twelve regions used for the energy 
measurement.measurement. For historical reasons no detector is associated with region five. 

wheree the Ei are the energies measured in subdetector i and gi are the so called ^-factors. 
Inn principle one would expect that the best measurement would be obtained with all g{ equal 
too one, assuming all subdetectors have been calibrated correctly. For a variety of reasons 
thiss is not the case. The ECAL, for example, has been calibrated under the assumption that 
thee particle loses energy in the detector due to an electromagnetic shower, as is the case 
forr photons and electrons. For particles with an electromagnetic signature , the g-factors 
correspondingg to the ECAL are therefore indeed set to one. For hadronic particles in the 
ECALL the interaction mechanism is different, with sizable energy deposits mainly arising 
fromm nuclear interactions. The standard ECAL calibration will in this case not give the best 
estimatee for the energy deposition, which is one of the reasons why the gi deviate from 
onee for particles without electromagnetic signature. Other reasons can be energy absorption 
inn front of the detector, for example by cables or support structures, so that only a part 
off  the particle energy can be measured. In this case, even a perfect measurement of the 
energyy deposited in the detector would still underestimate the energy of the original particle. 
Thiss can be partially compensated by a <?-factor larger than one. Likewise, the g-factors 
cann compensate for energy leakage due to holes in the detector, or undetected particles like 
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neutrinos. . 
AA separate issue is the reconstruction of clusters which have an energy deposition in the 

calorimeterr that has been matched to one or more tracks in the central drift chamber, the 
TEC.. In this case, the energy of the charged particles associated with the cluster is measured 
byy the TEC, again assuming the particles are massless, as well as by the calorimeters. Simply 
addingg both measurements would clearly lead to some double counting. For clusters reflect-
ingg just one charged particle one would expect the optimal energy resolution to be obtained 
byy taking a weighted average of the TEC and calorimeter measurements. However, in prac-
ticee it is not always possible to distinguish between clusters with only charged particles and 
clusterss containing both charged and neutral particles. A more pragmatic approach is taken, 
andd two sets of ^-factors are created: one for clusters with energy measured in the TEC, and 
onee without. The first set will then correct for the double counting by lowering the ^-factors, 
whilee the second set will give an optimal energy measurement using the calorimeters alone. 

Too determine the values for the <?* giving the best energy resolution, a high statistics 
samplee of hadronic events, e+e~—> qq, is selected. For this channel a high efficiency and 
purityy are obtained. The total visible energy per event can be defined as the sum of all N^^ 
clusterr energies, i.e. Evis = X^i us Ej. If all energies are measured perfectly, the visible 
energyy should be equal to twice the beam energy £beam- This provides an excellent way of 
determiningg the ̂ -factors using the data by minimizing the visible energy resolution 

<rE<rEvisvis(9i)(9i) = 

NNe e 11 J Ve vents 

J2J2 (Eyi8lj(9i) ~ 2£beam)2 (4.2) 
AA s j = j 

withh respect to the ̂ -factors g{. Here iVevents denotes the number of selected hadronic events. 
Thiss procedure ensures the proper energy scale as well as the optimal resolution on the visible 
energy.. The data used are the calibration data at y/s = mi, taken prior to each high energy 
run,, where the high cross section ensures sufficient statistics. 

Iff  the detector response would be described perfectly in the Monte Carlo simulation, 
thee ^-factors obtained from the data could be used in the reconstruction of Monte Carlo 
events.. In practice some differences between data and Monte Carlo unfortunately remain. 
Forr instance effects like noise, calibration effects or the exact amount of materials in front of 
aa detector are difficult to model accurately. 

Too some extent it is possible to improve on the situation by using a different set of g-
factorss for the Monte Carlo. In the implementation used for this analysis, the average energy 
depositionn per detector region i, E°v, is determined for the calibration data and an equivalent 
Montee Carlo sample. The ^-factors applied for the Monte Carlo are then those as determined 
forr the data, but scaled according to 

ptxv,data ptxv,data 
aaMCMC = £ i fl«*»ta (A ï\ 
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4.3.. Energy Determination 

Ann alternative procedure to derive ^-factors, not using the TEC for the cluster energy 
measurements,, is described in Reference [85]. The ^-factors for the data are obtained as 
describedd above, except that the data used is not the calibration sample taken at y/s = mz, 
butt the high energy data sample. The (/-factors for the Monte Carlo are now also obtained by 
minimizingg equation 4.2, except now using a Monte Carlo sample corresponding to the high 
energyy data. A comparison of the energy measurement with the standard and the alternative 
p-factorss will be used to assign a systematic error on cross section and mass measurements 
duee to uncertainties in the energy measurement in Chapters 5 and 6. 

4.3.11 Related Analysis Variables 

Inn the selection of e+e~—> W+W~ — qqqq events, use is made of a number of variables 
relatedd to the cluster formation and energy reconstruction: 

 E^: the total visible energy, calculated from all clusters after application of ^-factors; 

 £iong: the "longitudinal" energy, calculated from all clusters after application of g-
factors,, by projection of the cluster energy on the 2-axis: Eiong = £ Ecim  cos 6C\W. 
u7iongg should be close to zero for a balanced event; 

 Cluster multiplicity: the number of reconstructed clusters with an energy of 300 MeV 
orr more, after application of ^-factors; 

 max(EBGo): the BGO energy of the cluster with the largest energy deposit in the 
ECAL.. The cluster is assumed to be produced by an electron or photon, and no g-
factorss are applied; 

 Sphericity [86]: let Qu Q2 and Q3 be the ordered, Qi < Q2 < Qz, eigenvalues of the 
momentumm tensor a**  defined as 

wheree the sum runs over all particles labeled "a" in the event, and where p  ̂ is the i th 

componentt of the momentum vector pa. The sphericity S is then defined as 

S=l(QiS=l(Qi + Q2). 

Valuess of S are close to zero for pencil-like events, and close to one for spherical 
events. . 
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4.44 Jet Reconstruction 

Afterr the clusters have been formed, the next step of the analysis is to combine them into 
groupss which give a good representation of the underlying event structure, i.e. in the context 
off  this analysis the four primary quarks. This procedure assumes that each cluster represents 
aa particle that can be unambiguously assigned to one of the original quarks. A procedure 
withoutt this assumption has been suggested [87, 88]. While being a simplification, the ap-
proachh adopted here gives a more intuitive picture and the assumption made proves to be an 
adequatee approximation of the more complicated physical reality. 

Thee DURHAM algorithm [89] is used for the combination of clusters. Out of the list 
off  the reconstructed particles, the pair (i,j) with the minimal distance yij is chosen. The 
DURHAMM algorithm defines the distance as 

2min(£?,E?)( l-oos0«) ) 
vv.... — V % ' i l l  %1L (AA\ 

wheree Ei% Ej are the energies of clusters i, j and 0y is the angle between the clusters i and j . 
Thesee two, "closest", particles are replaced in the list by a single object obtained by adding 
theirr four-momenta. The procedure is then repeated until a predefined number of objects is 
reached.. The resulting objects are called jets, assumed to correspond to the original quarks. 
Itt should be noted that adding the four-momenta of two particles that have a non-zero angle 
betweenn them introduces a mass for the jet, even if the two original particles are massless. 

Forr this analysis, four jets are constructed with this algorithm for each event. The smallest 
distancee between any two of those jets, calculated with Formula 4.4, is denoted as y34. As 
describedd in Chapter 5, this quantity provides an important criterion for separating four-jet 
eventss from two- and three-jet events. 

Otherr jet algorithms that have been studied are JADE [90], LUCLUS [91], DICLUS [92], 
angularr ordered DURHAM and CAMBRIDGE [93]. The performance expected from Monte 
Carloo studies for these algorithms is comparable to the one obtained using the DURHAM 
scheme.. As an example of this, the jet-jet invariant mass after a constrained fit in Monte Carlo 
e+e~—  W+W~ —>  qqqq events in shown for two algorithms, LUCLUS and DURHAM, in 
Figuree 4.2. The figure shows that there is no significant difference in the overall performance 
(a),, but that there can be large differences per event for a fraction of all events (b): for some 
eventss the jet clustering is unstable, an infinitesimal difference in input can lead to totally 
differentt jets. For an overview of these jet algorithms see also Reference [94]. 

4.4.11 Related Analysis Variables 

Inn the selection of e+e~—  W+W~ — qqqq events, use is made of a number of variables 
relatedd to the jet reconstruction: 
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Figuree 4.2: Left: jet-jet invariant mass after a constrained fit in Monte Carlo 
e+e~—>> W+ W~ —> qqqq events for the DURHAM algorithm (full histogram) and the LU-
CLUSCLUS algorithm (dashed histogram, almost identical to the full histogram). Right: event-
by-eventby-event difference between the two algorithms. 

 max(ÊASRc/-Ë'jet): the maximum fraction of jet energy taken by a single cluster in 
alll  reconstructed jets. This should be relatively small for a true hadronic jet, and is 
typicallyy large for a jet formed by an isolated particle; 

 log (3/34): the logarithm of the value of y in the DURHAM jet finder at which the event 
changess from a 4-jet to a 3-jet topology; 

 min(Ejet), max(£je t): minimum and maximum of the energies of the reconstructed 
jets; ; 

 mm(0jet-jet): smallest angle between any two of the reconstructed jets; 

 ^hemisphere: average mass of the jets if the event is forced into a 2-jet topology. 

4.55 Constrained Fitting 

Inn genuine e+ e ~^ W+ W~ —> qqqq events typically a very small fraction of energy is car-
riedd away by undetected initial state radiation photons, while most of it is distributed in the 
multi-hadronn system resulting from the fragmentation of the four quarks. Given an ideal de-
tector,, the four-momenta of the reconstructed jets should in good approximation sum up to 
thee total four-momentum of the initial electron-positron system. This is not realized in prac-
ticee due to the finite resolution of the detector. However, due to the known four-momentum 
conservation,, constraints can be put on the sum of the measured jet energies and momenta. 
Byy exploiting these constraints one can improve the measurement of the reconstructed jet 
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parameters.. This is done by varying the measured jet energies and angles in such a way that 
thee four constraints: 

4 4 

5 > ii = VS (4.5) 
- i i 

4 4 

aree satisfied by the new, fitted, jet parameters. As there are more jet parameters that can 
bee varied than equations to satisfy, many sets of parameters can fulfil l the constraints. The 
solutionn minimizing: 

22 * (£t-£,,0)2 (ft-fl<|0)
a (&-<M2 

**  t{ al{EiA) ^(EkA) °l(EiA) 

iss chosen, where Eifi,6^Q and 0j,o denote the measured parameters of jet i and Ei,Qi,<j)i 
aree the fitted parameters of jet i. The measurements are assumed to be uncorrected, and 
too have Gaussian errors. The jet velocities j3 = ^ are kept constant at their measured 
valuess during the minimization. This reduces the number of free parameters in the fit  without 
compromisingg the resolution on the fitted parameters. 

Ann important element of the x2 calculation are the estimates of the jet measurement 
errors.. The resolutions depend on jet energy E and polar angle 6 and are parametrized as: 

°*°*  = ^ s W ^ +ï (i + ; ^ ^ + ̂ - ! l 2)> 
wheree the parameters ax,bx,cx, and dx are determined from studies of e+e~—  W+W~ —> 
qqqqq Monte Carlo events [95]. 

Technicallyy the constrained fit is performed by a numerical minimization of the x2 de-
finedfined in equation 4.7, using the gradient descent method implemented in the MINUIT [96] 
softwaree package. A penalty contribution: 

AA 2 ( E t i ^ i - ^ ) 2 , (E?=iP?)2 + ( S t i P r )2 , ( E t i P l )2 ,4 o. 

withh values of 0-1,2,3 of the order of 100 MeV, is added to the x2 to impose the constraints. 
Thiss value is chosen to combine a fast convergence of the fit with the fulfillment of the 
constraintss well within the experimental resolutions. The fit described above iss referred to as 
aa four-constraints, 4C, fit. 

Iff  the assumptions implicit in the definition of the x2 and the constraints are correct, the 
resultingg x2w should have a x2 distribution with four degrees of freedom. The constrained 
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fitfit  probability Px24c;4, defined as the probability of drawing a value higher than the observed 
X2,, should then be uniformly distributed in the [0,1] interval. As shown in Figure 4.3c and d, 
thee resulting distribution for e+e~—> W+W" — qqqq events is indeed reasonably flat apart 
fromm the peak of events with very small probability. The peak is mostly due to non-Gaussian 
tailss in the jet parameter resolutions. 

Thee effect of the constrained fit on the jet energy estimates is illustrated in Figure 4.3a 
usingg W+W~ Monte Carlo events. The resolution can be seen to be improved by a factor of 
~2.66 by the fit. In Figure 4.3b a similar plot is shown for the average reconstructed W mass. 
Forr this quantity the resolution is improved by a factor 4. 

Thee experimental statistical error on a reconstructed W mass is of the order of 10 GeV. 
Thiss is much larger than the intrinsic width of a W boson, which is of the order of T w » 
22 GeV. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that both W bosons in the event have identical 
masss and apply this as an additional constraint in the constrained fit. The fifth constraint 
improvess the resolution on the reconstructed average W mass by about 5%, contradicting the 
findingsfindings reported in [97]. 

Inn order to calculate two W masses, the four jets have to be combined into two jet pairs, 
eachh assumed to correspond to a W boson. There are three ways to perform this combination, 
andd it is not possible to determine, on an event-by-event basis, which combination is the 
correctt one. A five-constraints, 5C, fit  is therefore applied to each of the three combinations. 
Technicallyy the fifth constraint is implemented by adding a penalty contribution: 

AA 2 A 2 ( m w i - m W 2 ) 2 

&x\c,i&x\c,i = AX
24c +  ̂ a , (4-9) 

wheree <r4 is of the order of rW- The x2of the fit  should be distributed according to the 
X2distributionn with five degrees of freedom and can again be converted into a probability 
Px25c;5.. If the assumptions made for the 4C fit, as well as for the equal mass constraint, are 
correct,, PX25C|5 should have a flat distribution in [0,1]. The probability Px25c;5 for the dijet 
combinationn with the highest probability is shown in Figure 6.1 in Chapter 6. 

4.5.11 Related Analysis Variables 

Thee selection of e+e"—  W+W" — qqqq events and the W mass analysis make use of the 
followingg event variables related to the constrained fit: 

 ^x25c»5 an<  ̂^ fi tte(*  Jet quantities. If not mentioned otherwise, jet parameters are 
4C-fitted. . 

 For the cross section determination, use is made of the two W masses mw, and mW2, 
ass determined after a 4C constrained fit. Three pairings of jets into W's are possible, 
chosenn is the combination with the smallest mass difference between the two W's 
afterr first rejecting the combination with the smallest sum of masses. From Monte 
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Carloo events aty/s= 189 GeV we estimate this choice to be correct for approximately 
72%% of the events. Wi is defined as the W with the most energetic jet. 

 For the W mass analysis, the masses resulting from a 5C fit are used, ordered in prob-
abilityy PX25C.5. 
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Figuree 4.3: a: Difference between reconstructed and generated jet energies in Monte Carlo 
e+e~—>> W+W~ —• qqqq events before the constrained fit (dotted histogram), after a 4C 
constrainedconstrained fit (full histogram), and after a 5C constrained fit (dashed histogram), b: The 
samesame for the average reconstructed and generated W masses, c and d: Distribution of the 
probabilityprobability of the \2 of the 4C constrained fit, Px24c;4 for e+e~—>  W+W~ —» qqqq events 
afterafter preselection, with a logarithmic vertical scale for all events in c, and with a linear 
verticalvertical scale for PiC > 0.05 in d. Dots are data, open histogram is WW signal, dashed 
histogramhistogram is background. 
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